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Ubiqitious  
E-Signing Workflows
Provider to provider, provider to patient and third party to 

provider signing workflows remain some of the most burdensome 
processes in healthcare managed by paper, broken fax workflows 
or single purpose, proprietary signing portals. 

We have integrated eSigning technology directly into clinical 

workflows, removing the burden for administrative staff, clinicians 
and patients. Kno2 enables e-signing to occur between two or 
more parties, even if they are using different systems, without any  
added work. 

eSigning Support

As the most connected 
network in healthcare, Kno2 
can deliver documents 
for signature to any Kno2 
Connected™ platform or EHR 
by simply using Kno2’s SEND 
and RECEIVE options. Finally, 
broken signing workflows are 
a thing of the past.

Key Features

Connect Once,  
Send Anywhere
Send documents for signature to 

the most common signing solutions, 

including DocuSign™, EHRs that 

support e-signing, closed loop fax 

options, and others. 

Automatically File 
Signed Documents 
Enable automated filing of signed 
documents back into the patient 

record, removing the expense and 

human resource required in many 

signing workflows today.

Broad Signer Preference Support
Kno2 is not required on both sides for you to improve 

your eSigning processes. We deliver the documents 

for signature based upon  the preference of the signer, 

removing broken workflows and encouraging adoption.

Closed Loop  
Fax Signing 
Kno2’s Track the Fax option 
streamlines fax signing workflows 
through automated barcode 

creation, reconciliation and filing, 
allowing providers to feel the same 

value as eSigning.

Using Kno2 Connected technologies,  

the burdens of eSigning are a thing  

of the past. 

Leading the future of 

healthcare communication™

Connection  
Commitment 
Kno2 is committed to expanding the 

connectivity to healthcare’s most 
preferred eSigning technologies, 

making them available to providers 

within easy-to-manage workflows. 
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Accessing Kno2

Kno2fy 
Communication 
Portal

Register and within 24 hours, gain access to the Kno2 

network and the entire healthcare ecosystem through 

our online communications portal, Kno2fy, built upon 

our Communication API. Quickly transition disparate 

workflows, such as stand-alone fax machines and 
third-party portals, into centralized and streamlined 
communications customized to your organization, 
improving staff efficiency and patient care.

Centralized Connectivity
Connect to one or more networks through Kno2fy 
and be able to SEND, RECEIVE and FIND patient 
information, structured or unstructured, across the 
healthcare ecosystem all through one experience.

Conversations
Maximize communications with external parties by 
utilizing Kno2 Conversations that close the loop on 
healthcare’s most common bi-directional workflows. 

Directory
Locate addresses and endpoints for provider and 
organizations across the nation through Kno2fy’s 
online directories.  

Document Viewing & Handling
Kno2fy provides basic and advanced document QC 
and viewing tools, for efficiently handling structured 
and unstructured patient information.

Ubiquitous e-signing is quickly accessible through Kno2’s robust Communication API or through our 
online web portal called Kno2fy™. Gain streamlined access to all of healthcare’s major networks and 
interoperability frameworks, through one easy connection. To view all the communication capabilities 
of the Kno2 network, visit: kno2.com/connectivity.

For further details on our Communication API, 
please visit: kno2.com/api

For further details on Kno2fy, please visit:  
kno2.com/kno2fy
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Kno2 
Communication 
API

Kno2 has a robust healthcare communication API 

that enable you to integrate quickly and securely for 

sending, receiving, and finding patient information 
directly into your product. With a single connection to 

the Kno2 network, you can rapidly turbocharge your 

product with the ability to communicate across the 

healthcare ecosystem. 

Kno2’s Communication API is based upon the core 

principles of SEND, RECEIVE and FIND for sharing 

all patient information, structured or unstructured, 

across any network made available through Kno2.  

Quickly implement our API and begin sharing patient 

information across the healthcare ecosystem.

Conversations
With Kno2 Conversations, maximize communication 
by enabling and enhancing bi-directional, closed-
loop exchange of patient information between two 
or more parties across all forms of connectivity. 

Directory
Access and search national provider and 

organization directories through Kno2.

Capabilities

Connect once for immediate integration and 
communication with any Kno2 Connected EHR.
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